
EVIDENCE STORAGE
Evidence is always fluctuating within campus police 
departments. That’s why it’s important to have secure, 
durable temporary storage in a variety of sizes to be 
able to store any type of evidence, large or small.

The Narcotics Evidence Locker (NEL) and the Weapons 
Evidence Locker (WEL) were developed specifically for 
the challenges that come with storing drug and firearm 
evidence for the long-term.

CAMPUS POLICE DEPARTMENT STORAGE

S t o r a g e  S o l v e d®

We know that keeping your students safe is your top priority, which is why we offer storage solutions 
tailored to your specific needs and budget. Just because you’re a smaller police department doesn’t 
mean that you don’t face many of the same evidence and gear storage challenges as larger agencies. 
Officers don’t have time to dig for their gear and equipment; when you’re needed, you’re needed now. 
Having the equipment you need easily accessible can be a lifesaver - literally. 

E d u c a t i o n

INFO SHEET

FREESTYLE LOCKERS
FreeStyle Lockers pair the safety and 
durability of a weapons cabinet with 
an unassuming design—creating 
a locker that offers the protection 
of a gun cabinet, but doesn’t look 
like one. Perfect for stadiums, event 
centers, and buildings at heightened 
risk for security challenges.

NARCOTICS EVIDENCE 
LOCKERS (NEL)
Tamper-proof steel construction 
keeps narcotics evidence secure 
while adjustable baffles and optional 
ventilation integration help reduce the 
odors associated with drug storage.

WEAPONS EVIDENCE 
LOCKERS (WEL)
Securely store a variety of sizes 
of firearms in one locker with 
interchangeable accessories that  
can evolve with your inventory.  
This is also a great option for  
storing smaller inventories 
of officer firearms.



INFO SHEET   C a m p u s  P o l i c e  D e p a r t m e n t  S t o r a g e

GET THE SECURE STORAGE YOUR CAMPUS POLICE DEPARTMENT NEEDS 
WITHIN YOUR SPACE AND BUDGET. 
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PERSONAL STORAGE LOCKER
Give your officers a boost in morale and readiness 
with customizable Personal Storage Lockers. 

•     Customizable interior accessories.

•     Body armor trays and boot trays for 
       protecting gear.

•     Electrical outlets to keep devices 
       charged inside lockers.

•     Optional built-in or slide-out 
       benches to optimize space.

•     Louvers for ventilation to help
       dry your gear.

Some existing lockers can even be retrofitted 
with a bench drawer to add extra storage and 
comfort within your budget. 

TACTICAL & RIOT GEAR STORAGE
If your campus police department has tactical 
gear in case of emergencies, you know that it 
needs to be in the right location and easy to 
grab – with no searching or retrieving involved. 
At the same time, SWAT gear is among the most 
expensive at a police department, so you want 
to make sure it’s protected from damage, loss, 
or even theft.

Choose from cubbies, gear lockers, or even 
doorless wardrobe-style lockers to protect 
bulky, valuable gear.


